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Python Basics



Basic Python Types
Extensible collection of chars

Arrays w elements of any type:
List: extensible [1, ’c’ ,3.14,  (2,3) ]
Tuple: fixed (1,2,3)

Indexed with indices e.g. lst[0] -> 1

Key Value mapping key and value 
can be any type:

map = { ‘a’ : 1, ‘b’ : 2 }
Indexed with keys e.g. map[‘a’] -> 1

Set with only unique value i.e. if ‘a’ is 
already in set and you insert it, set 
remains unchanged.
Can’t index



for loops

Note: iterable items share a lot 
of semantics e.g. indexing and 
lengths.



Reference

https://www.w3schools.com/python/default.asp

Teaches you about each data type and operations you can do e..g map insertion

Teaches you different semantics e..g for loops or while loops (I imagine you’ll only be 

using for loops in this class).

https://www.w3schools.com/python/default.asp


Numpy Basics



What is numpy?

“NumPy is the fundamental package for N-dimensional 
arrays, mathematical functions, and numerical computing 
with Python. It is open source, interoperable, performant, 
and easy to use, and supports a wide range of domains 
and applications.”

- https://numpy.org

https://numpy.org/


Using packages



Creating n-dimensional arrays



N-dimensional arrays



Matrix Operations



1-Dim Array Slicing



N-Dim Array Slicing 

[1,3]



Non-exhaustive ideas of other functions

In short if its used in 
class, there is 
probably an np 
method that does it 
for you.



Distribution Sampling



Matplotlib Basics



What is matplotlib?

“Matplotlib is a comprehensive library for creating static, 
animated, and interactive visualizations in Python. 
Matplotlib makes easy things easy and hard things 
possible.”

- https://matplotlib.org/

https://matplotlib.org/


Plots types
In general we will give you a 
lot of help with these e.g. 
setting up labels etc. and will 
try to only be making you do 
work related to the class. We 
will also give very explicitly 
instructions for what to be 
plotting.

E.g. we will set up graph labels 
and all you will have to do is 
choose the correct x & y labels.


